Recently, the exponential rise in communication system demands has motivated global academia-industry to develop efficient communication technologies to fulfill energy efficiency and Quality of Service (QoS) demands. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) being one of the most efficient technologies possesses immense potential to serve major communication purposes including civil, defense and industrial purposes etc. The inclusion of sensor-mobility with WSN has broadened application horizon. The effectiveness of WSNs can be characterized by its ability to perform efficient data gathering and transmission to the base station for decision process. Clustering based routing scheme has been one of the dominating techniques for WSN systems; however key issues like, cluster formation, selection of the number of clusters and cluster heads, and data transmission decision from sensors to the mobile sink have always been an open research area. In this paper, a robust and energy efficient single mobile sink based WSN data gathering protocol is proposed. Unlike existing approaches, an enhanced centralized clustering model is developed on the basis of expectation-maximization (EEM) concept. Further, it is strengthened by using an optimal cluster count estimation technique that ensures that the number of clusters in the network region doesn't introduce unwanted energy exhaustion. Meanwhile, the relative distance between sensor node and cluster head as well as mobile sink is used to make transmission (path) decision. Results exhibit that the proposed EEM based clustering with optimal cluster selection and optimal dynamic transmission decision enables higher throughput, fast data gathering, minima delay and energy consumption, and higher efficiency.
tive communication the multi-hop communication with static nodes is not suggested universally due to non-deniable data loss probability, latency and retransmission caused energy exhaustion. Furthermore, in WSN the sink nodes collect the transmitted data from different sensor nodes (including source node as well as intermediate nodes) to make certain decision. This overall process exhibits significantly higher computations. On the contrary major delivering timely data with QoS assured communication is inevitable for present day communication need [1] [2] .
Considering aforementioned demands, in last few years efforts have been made to introduce mobility feature in WSN so as to reduce multi-hop transmission and associated data drop probability. Introducing mobility with the WSN can greatly enhance the overall network performance by reducing unwanted multi-hop data transmission and traversal period thereby delivering timely data gathering without significant packet drop. However, introducing mobility in WSN makes system to undergo contention and hence data drop. A number of efforts are being made to enhance routing protocol to enable mobility based WSN for efficient data gathering [1] - [6] . However, there are a number of issues in mobile sink based data gathering in WSN. Some of the key issues in mobile sink based data gathering are presented as follows:
Key Issues of Data Gathering in Mobile Sink Based WSN
• Being mobile the collecting nodes undergoes dynamic state conditions and it functions as an intermediate node so as to deliver data from the sensor node to the base station (BS). In this process, the dual traversal (i.e., from sensor node to the mobile sink and from mobile sink to the BS) introduces delay that could confine the network efficiency in data gathering.
• In WSN, energy efficiency is the dominating issue. In case of more nodes in the network the energy exhaustion becomes more and in addition causes higher computational complexities (i.e., node table management, signaling overheads, forwarding route selection etc).
• The simultaneous gathering of the large amount of data from multiple sensors can significantly minimize the energy exhaustion in WSN, which can be efficiently done using single mobile sink node. However, managing contention and collision in the network is tedious task due to greedy nature of the WSN nodes.
• There are many real time application scenarios, such as industrial application, vehicular communication, battlefield utilities etc, where timely data delivery is must. However, since the BS is far away from the mobile collector, it might violate delay constraints thus resulting into hazardous consequences.
In addition, there are numerous challenges in the traditional WSN data gathering schemes. Some of them are given as follows:
• In WSN, the data from the sensor node is routed to the BS on the basis of the network topology. On the contrary, due to mobility based network • During data gathering the same path can be used by multiple sensors so as to transfer their data to the BS that as a result can cause contention. However, the efficient routing model to deal with such contention can significantly reduce energy exhaustion and can avoid overheads due to alternate forwarding path selection.
• In practice multiple sensor nodes can transmit its data to the BS concurrently that as a result increase the probability of packet drop and retransmission causing energy exhaustion and delay.
No doubt, numerous efforts have been made to reduce the existing limitations of the data gathering protocols where mobile sink has been suggested to be used for data gathering, however exploring real time scenarios, it can be found that the predominant limitations of the mobile sink based data gathering is that the collection time to the sink can be higher than stationary sink based approach.
This can be due to higher traveling time or traversal conditions across the network. During this traversal period the possibility of packet loss can't be ignored, particularly in that condition in which the mobile sink could not reach sender at the appropriate time. In present day scenario majority of applications, including major IoT applications are time-sensitive and hence require fast data gathering ability so as to make earlier decision. In addition, reducing the number of clusters is also must as eventually it too causes energy exhaustion. No doubt, increasing the transmission range (say communication radius) may lead reduction in the forwarding hop, however may trigger energy consumption by nodes. It signifies a trade-off between traversal period and associated network lifetime.
This research paper intends to exploit the significances and robustness of the clustering approach which performs grouping of the nodes on the basis of the geographical locations and forms certain clusters. This as a result avoids the need of forwarding nodes and hence reduces the channel load, contention and computational complexities. No doubt, clustering technique has always been a robust approach in which nodes exhibit Cluster Head (CH) selection so as to perform data transmission. In this approach, the nodes perform data transmission to CH, where the collected data is further transmitted to the BS. In this approach, only a few nodes transmit data to the BS located far away and hence it avoids energy exhaustion. In addition, it eliminates the issue of network traffic and hence contention probability. Unlike multiple mobile node based data gathering, this research paper intends to develop a robust single mobile sink based data gathering in WSN that could not only alleviate the contention issues but could make the overall communication efficiency optimal. Single mobile sink based WSN data gathering can significantly reduce the signaling overheads that as a result can make network computational efficient. In addition, it can avoid major issues such as getting trapped in any security related adversaries [1] [2] .
With these motivations, in this paper we intend to develop a robust single mobile sink node based data gathering protocol for WSN networks. Considering the key aspect of clustering based single mobile sink based data gathering, in this paper an enhanced data transmission model has been developed that at first employs robust heuristic approach to decide best node mobility path so as to enable swift reach ability of the sink node to collect data from the CH. In generic approaches CH collects data from each sensor nodes and then forwards it to the sink (even mobile sink). However, the fact that a sensor node can directly transmit the data to the mobile sink (without transmitting through CH) when comes in proximity or the transmission range has not been addressed in any research or literature. In our work, we intend to explore this feasibility so as to enable fast data gathering to assist mission critical and QoS transmission. The performance of the proposed routing approach has been examined in terms of energy consumption, delay, network efficiency and throughput, where it has been found better than existing approaches.
The remaining section of this paper is divided as: Section II discusses the related works for mobile sink based data collection. The contribution of the presented study is given in section III, which is followed by the discussion of the experimental setup and results obtained in Section IV. Research conclusion and future scope is discussed in section V. References used are presented at the last of manuscript.
Related Work
To enable an efficient single mobile sink based data gathering in last few years a number of efforts have been made. In this section, some of the key literatures discussing single mobile sink based data gathering schemes are discussed.
In [7] a load-sensitive clustering approach was developed where authors incorporated cost metric and metric-mapping schemes to derive an energy efficient WSN data gathering protocol. To perform data gathering in WSN, authors [7] [8] developed mobility based routing protocol where they emphasized on enhancing the delay sensitive and energy efficient routing. Realizing the need of mission-critical data gathering in WSN authors [4] proposed a Query-Based Data Collection Scheme (QBDCS). Their approach incorporated each-cycle data gathering model, where they observed it efficient in assuring minimal end-toend delay and energy consumption. However, authors could not assess the impact of iterative transmission and gathering complexity. As enhancement authors [9] derived a dual-phase data gathering model, in which t first they employed network information gathering protocol (NIGP) to achieve network state conditions and node information and based on available information scheduled data forwarding to the sink node. Unfortunately, it couldn't deal with the issues of the computational overheads and end-to-end delay incurred because of multi-step procedure. In addition, they could not address the topological variation and its impact on node management to perform data gathering. In [10] distributed energy efficient adaptive clustering protocol (DEACP) was developed to perform WSN data gathering. Authors emphasized on developing an energy efficient and scalable network design. Considering mobile sink based data gathering in WSN, they applied self-controlled mobile sink, which exhibited data gathering in three phases; mobile sink movement, data gathering and node localization, and mobile sink localization. The application of self-controlled mobile sink exploited node localization and data source identification to perform sink trajectory decision for data collection. In [11] a weight based realistic clustering algorithm (WRCA) was developed in which authors applied multiple mobile nodes to perform data gathering over Ad-hoc networks. Considering network security during data gathering, authors [3] developed detection avoidance model named transverse forward through (TFT). In [12] a traversal length-constrained mobile sink based data gathering approach was developed where they applied clustering approach to derive the best trajectory projections for data gathering [12] . A single mobile sink based data gathering model was developed in [13] in which at first the complete network was divided into multiple regions of equal size, which was then followed by clustering in each region based on the degree of freedom. Authors applied K-means clustering approach to perform cluster head (CH) selection which was further applied to perform data gathering from the connected cluster nodes (CN).
Some other works [14] - [19] too concluded that mobile sink based data gathering can be efficient to enable not only energy efficiency but also computational efficiency. Interestingly, author in [20] questioned over the justification provided [14] - [19] . Author [20] advocated that multiple sink based data gathering is more efficient than single mobile sink, particularly for delay sensitive communication. However, they [20] could not address the issue of energy exhaustion and computational complexity due to multiple mobile sink nodes. The issue of best forwarding node selection using integer linear programming for data gathering over WSN was discussed in [21] . At first they emphasized over reducing path planning cost followed by energy exhaustion minimization. In [22] , authors compared the efficiency of the single mobile sink and multiple mobile sink based data gathering over WSN. In fact, with a distributed network condition the movement pattern of the mobile sink node has vital impact on network performance. Considering this fact authors in [22] incorporated random walk mobility model for which the next probable sink location was decided based on best forwarding node selection.
Considering robustness of the clustering approach authors [23] applied single mobile sink to derive a tree-cluster-based data-gathering over WSN. Authors introduced a weight-based tree-formation approach to perform data gathering.
Considering data gathering of the large size authors [15] applied mobile sink node. However, they stated that with mobile sink based data gathering estimating optimal mobile sink trajectory and cluster formation are the tedious task to achieve energy efficient communication. In [24] a clustering based WSN data gathering protocol was developed where authors applied mobile sink to collect data from static sensor nodes. Authors [25] [26] suggested that mobility based data gathering can be of paramount significance, especially for large size sensor networks. In [27] developed an energy efficient data transmission model where they exploited the efficiency of multiple inputs and multiple output (MIMO) and Multi-hop transmission model along with clustering. In [28] , moving vehicle based data gathering protocol was developed in which sensor nodes at first lo-cate the mobile sink (vehicle) and forwards its data towards BS. They emphasized on higher throughput while maintaining minimum hop-counts. In comparison to the uncontrolled mobility sink based data gathering their proposed model exhibited better in terms of throughput and energy efficiency. Considering reliability during mobile sink node movement, authors developed a high-reliability data gathering protocol for WSN network [29] . They applied random mobile sink node movement where sensors transmit their data periodically. Their model exploited node information to and beacon message information to decide mobile sink path. To perform load balancing and next hop identification, authors focused on reducing the packet loss ratio caused due to node mobility. In addition, they applied adaptive beacon strategy and no-route buffer mechanism to perform data gathering. A simple mobile sink based data gathering model was developed in [30] in which mobile sink splits sensor nodes into grids irrespective of the location of the sensor nodes and employs random walk mobility pattern to perform patrolling. However, such type of clustering which is not based on the node position may cause data drop significantly and thus can reduce overall performance. In addition, it can't be stated to be time efficient due to rank movement across network.
No doubt, Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [31] has always been one of the efficient and dominating clustering algorithms for communication over WSNs using the static sink node. In this approach, clustering is performed by the individual sensor node and the sensor nodes perform information exchange such as residual energies and thus based on the node with higher residual energy is selected to be the CH. However, LEACH possesses numerous limitations. For illustration, because LEACH functionally assumes that the individual sensor node can communicate with other nodes in the network, the WSNs deployed in wide areas often fail to employ this approach. Majority of the distributed approaches such as LEACH generally employ the limitation of the communication range of a node in the network. Some of the key distributed clustering approaches developed so far are K-hop Overlapping Clustering Algorithm (KOCA) [32] and k-hop connectivity ID (k-CONID) [33] . The first approach (KOCA) is emphasized on multiple overlapping clusters and to perform CH selection and node location estimation applies probabilistic approach. On the contrary, in k-CONID routing scheme which is a probabilistic scheme the comprising nodes perform respective random IDs exchange with each other and the node possessing the minimum ID within k-hop is selected as a CH.
Considering load sensitive data gathering application over WSNs, educing data transmission is highly intricate task, especially for a distributed clustering approach. In case a sensor network is split physically into small network subsets, it becomes difficult for a node to have entire network information. With intend to reduce energy consumption; in this paper centralized clustering paradigm (CCP) has been taken into consideration. Furthermore, the CCP, which is performed by a super node, is optimal for mobile sink based data gathering. Some of the well known centralized clustering algorithms are Power-efficient data ga-thering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) [34] and K-means based on travelling salesman problem (TSP) for mobility based data gathering. Authors [34] formed node chain based clustering where they applied node location information to perform clustering. It considers the drawbacks of the radio range of the sensor nodes, and thereby ensures uniform energy consumption across network. However, it [34] does not exhibit even satisfactory (minimal) energy consumption due to greedy nature of the algorithm. On the contrary, authors in [35] employed mobility model in which it splits the sensor nodes into multiple clusters using k-means clustering approach. K-means clustering being a CCP model functional on the basis of the location of the nodes, gives clustering outcome very close to the optimization. This is the matter of fact that the resulting optimal clustering can reduce energy consumption, however its [35] mobility approach was designed without applying the communication range condition that as a result can force the mobile sink to drop data during collection from different nodes.
In general, most of the available approaches for the sensor node based clustering are categorized into three predominant types; centralized algorithms which is a distributed algorithm that does not consider any significant node information such as node location and its communication range, distributed algorithms that avoids any need of nodes' information, and the third approach is the distributed algorithms that applies nodes' location and communication range to perform network clustering. Interestingly, in order to accomplish a novel solution while maintaining minimal transmission and data gathering from all the nodes distributed across the WSN, there is the need of a novel centralized paradigm, employing key node characteristics such as its location and communication range. With such motivations, unlike major existing approaches in this paper the emphasis has been made on developing a clustering model with minimal transmission overheads to perform data gathering. In addition, here to enable fast data gathering where the sensor node can transmit is data to the CH as well as directly to the mobile sink on the basis of the radio range criteria.
Proposed Model
In this paper, a multi-objective target model has been derived that intends to exploit various efficient (feasible) approaches to perform data gathering in densely distributed WSNs. This research emphasizes on the following:
• Exploring the effectiveness of the mobile sink for delay sensitive, energy efficient data gathering, • Examining the impact of data request (control messages) on the energy exhaustion, • Estimating the optimal number of clusters to perform efficient data transmission,
• Introducing a responsiveness model to estimate best transmission decision among CH, mobile sink and the sensor nodes so as to enable fast (delay sensitive) data gathering,
• Assessing the performance effectiveness of the proposed routing scheme by comparing with other well known CCP based routing schemes.
In addition, in this research we intend to examine whether the increase in cluster counts increases data gathering efficiency by reducing data requests.
The discussion of the overall proposed research model is presented as follows:
Centralized Clustering Paradigm (CCP) Based Data Gathering in WSNs
This section briefs about clustering problem in sensor network, data gathering using mobile sink and associated measures to achieve optimal performance. In addition, the network model being considered and the expectation maximization model and their relevancy significance towards efficient data gathering are also discussed in this section.
Clustering
This is the matter of fact that to develop a robust data gathering scheme for WSN using mobile sink, the predominant issue is to reduce energy consumption by estimating the optimal position where data gathering has to be performed.
In a simple manner, the overall problems can be stated as the answers for the following two questions:
• What should be the optimal approach to split nodes to form clusters?
• What should be the optimal number of clusters in the network so as to reduce energy consumption and end-to-end delay in data gathering?
• Can introducing additional scheduling constraint named "distance sensitive data transmission and forward Scheduling" between sensor nodes and the cluster heads or mobile sink node can enhance network performance in terms of energy consumption, delay, efficiency, throughput etc.?
Considering a generic concept that the needed energy for data transmission of node is often in relation (i.e., proportional) to the square of the transmission distance, the optimal approach to reduce energy consumption (for data gathering) can be to reduce the sum of square (SoS) of transmission distance in WSN.
To achieve these goals, recently an approach called Expectation Maximization (EM) was proposed which has exhibited optimal, particularly for solving the clustering problem by means of estimating mathematical function (say formulae) iteratively. Considering the fact that expectation maximization model can significantly reduce the SoS of the inter-node distance and the cluster head (CH), in our proposed model EM approach has been taken into consideration over the 2D Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) distribution. On the contrary, it is also undeniable that in practical environment there exist certain limitations, particularly for the maximum communication range and not every sensor nodes in the network can communicate to each other, and even with the cluster centroid (here onwards we state it as cluster head or CH). In this case, those sensor nodes which are unable to communication with CH require communicating in multi-hop fashion. In case of multi-hop communication paradigm, the communica-tion distance signifies the SoS in between the nodes coming across in the path (multi-hop distance to the BS) to the BS. It affirms the fact that the communication distance is often distinct as compared to the direct distance between a sensor node and BS However, the expectation maximization approach intends to reduce the SoS of the direct distance, rather than reducing the communication distance. Therefore, it becomes inevitable to employs expectation maximization model, especially in that WSN environment where the maximum communication range is limited. EM incorporates enhancement in such manner that it reduces the SoS of the communication distance.
WSN Network Model
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed routing model for data gathering, in this research work a WSN network comprising a mobile sink and multiple sensor nodes placed across the network within a limited field. In the proposed network model each node is aware of its location by means of localization model. In addition, the mobile sink node too knows the information (i.e., location information) about all nodes distributed across the network. This is the fact that irrespective of being a sensor or sink, each node possesses fixed communication range R and hence the communication can be successful only within the communication range R. In the proposed network model, the mobile sink node performs patrols the CH estimated so as to reduce energy exhaustion introduced because of the data transmission, and thus performs data gathering from the sensor nodes. Here, each sensor node is equipped with a defined resource availability or buffer-size where it stores retrieved (i.e., sensed) network information or the data information till mobile sink approaches the connected CH. Thus, the information collected at the individual node is transferred to the mobile sink in multi-hop approach. In addition, based on a new factor called responsiveness the sensor node decides whether it should transmit data through CH or directly to the mobile sink which is nearer than the CH in that network region. It makes data transmission decision more effective and time efficient.
Considering a practical communication scenario, in this paper WSN has been assumed as a densely distributed network that reflects urban communication scenarios, schools or any regionally spread-out network, boarder regions and mountains etc. Under such assumptions, the overall network is split into sub-network regions. Figure 1 illustrates the considered network model. As stated in Figure 2 circles signify the N sensor nodes distributed across the network region L × L, where L presents geographical parameter. Here, the filled circle C signifies the cluster head which is supposed to be visited by the mobile sink node for data gathering. Here, the solid-fill region presented the group of the nodes, while dotted circle signifies the cluster. Noticeably, in our model the term "group" refers the set of nodes capable of communicating with each other.
On the contrary, due to inter-node distance reason, the nodes belonging to different groups are unable to communicate with each other. Here, the variable G presents the number of groups in the network region, and the other variables C signifies the total number of sensor nodes and the total number of clusters in the gth group, correspondingly. In our model, we have estimated the total number of groups by exploiting key information such as the location of the nodes and their respective communication rangeR. In our proposed model, the mobile sink node moves as per scheduling where it decides movement based on request counts. The illustration of the considered network is presented in Figure 2 .
Considering efficacy of expectations maximization based clustering model, we 
where x states for the location vectors of the nodes. The other parameter c σ presents the location vector of the CH of the cth cluster, while c Σ represents the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of the cth cluster.
In function, in the first stage EM model estimates the degree of dependence (DoD) of the individual node, called responsibility. DoD or responsibility factor (RF) depicts the dependence of a node on a cluster. In this way, the RF value of certain nth node on kth cluster can be estimated as follows:
Typically, the value of RF exists in the range of 0 and 1.
In the succeeding second stage of the EM based clustering, EM model estimates C weighted center of gravity (CoG) of a 2D-location vector for each node. This approach employs RF value as the weight of the node(s). Finally, in the third stage, the position of the CH are changed (or substituted) by the weighted CoG value as calculated in second stage. Thus, EM model estimates the log likelihood value by (4).
The above mentioned process of the EM model continues iterating till reaches the convergence. In our proposed model the value of log likelihood is decreased uneventfully that makes termination of the EM model. Since, EM model updates CH information such as its position vector c σ , and RF nc ϕ of the individual nodes to the cth cluster, it results into gradual decrease in the sum of square (SoS) of the distances between individual node and cluster and thus eventually becomes optimal.
Proposed Enhanced EM Based CCP Model
In this paper, we intend to enhance the generic EM based clustering model. As stated in this work we intend to develop a data gathering protocol for densely distributed large scale geographical areas and therefore due to large number of sensors and its data volume, grouping of the nodes can be of paramount significance. Here, it should be noted that in our proposed model, "Group" states the set of nodes that can communication with each other. It states that a node can communicate only within its "Group" but can't communicate with the nodes belonging to other "Group". To perform data gathering from all connected nodes, it is inevitable to define the number of clusters more than the number of "Groups". In the proposed approach, initially the mobile sink allocates the CH randomly at a location. Applying the arbitrary position vector of the CHs, we have measured the communication distances nc D between each node and the connected CHs and thus the mixing coefficient, σ and Σ are obtained. Once performing cluster initialization, the proposed model performs the selection of a group g using following Equation,
where, g C presents the number of clusters in the group, while other parameter g N the number of nodes in the group. Amongst the selected groups, the group with the highest g S , we select all the connected sensor nodes from that group and updates the RF values nc ϕ for those all connected node. Here, nc ϕ signifies the extent to which the node n is connected to the cluster c . Applying updated RF ( ) nc ϕ , the cluster heads CH ( ) σ , and the covariance matrix ( ) Σ , are re-measured, and thus the number of nodes belonging to the kth cluster is estimated using (6):
In our proposed model, the above mentioned computations continues iterating till the difference between the recently estimated E and the previous value of E becomes lower than the small number γ .
The overall proposed clustering model for data gathering is presented as follows
Enhanced EM (EEM) Based CCP Model for WSN Data Gathering
Once performing enhanced EM model for clustering, our proposed model executes the mobile sink node movement so as to patrol each CH and collect respective data. Here, it should be noted that the connected cluster nodes (CNs) or the sensor nodes transmits data to the mobile sink through CH. Here, it can be easily observed that with single mobile sink node transmission delay in WSN is the prime limitation. This significant delay can be stated as the waiting period in between the data generation to the data transmission from the sensor nodes.
Since, the movement speed of the mobile sink is relatively slower as compared to the electrical communication between CNs and therefore there can be significantly long delay due to single mobile sink node. To deal with the delay prob-lem, the reduction in the path trajectory (i.e., patrolling distance) can be vital. It can enable mobile sink to reach CH early to collect its connected CN's data. In our model to achieve this, we have applied a heuristic approach named Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to estimate optimal (minimum distance) path for mobile sink node. Once reaching to the CH, the mobile sink collects data from CNs. Considering computational efficiency of the data collection algorithms, Directed Diffusion [36] is considered as one of the most efficient approach. With this motivation, we have applied its variant named "One Phase Pull approach [37] for data collection. In this approach, the mobile sink sends (data) transmission request message (TRM) to the CHs. Once receiving the TRM from clusterk, the mobile sink node re-transmits or re-broadcasts the data request and thus replies data to the adjacent node, which functions as the parent node in the data request tree of k. It is then followed by the relaying of the data from CNs to the mobile sink node. Here, it should be noted that one of the key novelties of the proposed data gathering scheme is dual constraints based transmission scheduling. As already stated that once moving to the CH, and getting TRM the mobile sink collects data; however to enable robust time efficient data gathering the relative distance between CN, and the CH or the mobile sink could not be addressed.
Being greedy in nature WSN nodes intend to transmit data to the neighboring node to reach to the destination. Considering this fact, another scheduling measure has been incorporated in the proposed model where once getting TRM from CH and the mobile sink, the CNs estimates the relative distance and whoever comes first (lower intra-CH or intra-mobile sink) the CN relays its data to that. In this way, our proposed model avoids a significant waiting period and thus enables fast data gathering as expected for major real time applications. On the other hand, to reduce the total energy required to transmit data, all connected nodes (CNs) transmit the sensed field data according to the RF value of the cluster. In our proposed data gathering approach, the RF value has been estimated on the basis of the network parameters , µ σ , and Σ , as discussed in (3). These significant network parameters are appended to the data request message and are transmitted by the mobile sink. Once deploying CNs in the geographical region, the individual node performs exchange of its location vectorx, with CNs belonging to the same groups. Since, the exchange of the key information such as the location vector x is performed only once after CNs deployment, it reduces the unwanted signaling overheads and thus reduces the energy consumption. However, it can't be stated as the optimal solution. When a sensor node belongs to a single cluster, it can transmit all data to the mobile sink directly. In case a node belongs to the multiple clusters, it transmits data as per the RF value of the individual cluster. For illustration, with , in case the nth node receives TRM from mobile sink at the CH of the cluster 1, the CN transmits 60% of data to be transmitted. Similarly, in case a CN receives TRM sent from cluster 2, the CN transmits 40% of data to the mobile sink at the CH of the cluster 2. Thus, by transmitting data using the cluster adapted DD approach the total required energy can be minimized significantly. It can be found that the number of clusters does have the impact on the overall network performance, especially on the network efficiency. The following section discusses the estimation of the optimal number of clusters so as to ensure optimal network performance.
Optimal Cluster Count Estimation (OCCE) Model
In the previous sections of the presented manuscript, we emphasized on energy and delay efficient data gathering approach. However, considering an unavoidable questions whether the number of clusters does have impact on the efficiency, could not be addressed. In a number of existing works [13] authors have found that increase in the number of clusters may result into significant reduction in the energy consumption. Unfortunately most of the existing approaches don't consider energy consumption issues due to signaling process and TRM signaling. Considering these limitations, in this paper we have addressed such issues and derived a novel approach to estimate minimal number of clusters while maintaining higher throughput, minimal energy consumption and higher network efficiency.
Being mobile in nature, in our proposed model, at first the inter-relationship between network connectivity and energy consumption has been examined. In order to investigate the correlation in between the node and sink connectivity, in our research we have derived a connectivity assessment model, in which connectivity is defined as a fraction of nodes which could communicate with each other. Mathematically connectivity is derived as follows (7).
The connectivity matrix (CM) possesses binary value (0 or 1), where if all nodes can communicate with each other, CM is updated with 1. On the contrary, if all the nodes are isolated then CM is assigned with 0. Whenever the mobile sink initiates process to estimate the optimal number of clusters needed to ensure energy efficient data gathering, it knows the CN's location across the network and thus it can estimate the connectivity parameter using Equation (7).
TRM Flooding
In practice, reaching the CH the mobile sink node transmits TRM to call up data transmission from CNs connected to that cluster. CNs receiving the request transmits its sensed data to the mobile sink and then broadcast TRM to its neighboring CNs. In our proposed model, the TRM continues till all connected CNs in the cluster has received it. In practice, there can be the possibility that a CN can get request twice or even more and in this situation at first it (i.e., CN) transmits data and then broadcast TRM once after the first time of receiving the transmission request. Such uncontrolled transmission broadcast might introduce significantly higher energy exhaustion due to excessive (unwanted) redundant packet transmission. In such cases, minimizing such redundant transmission overheads or TRM is vital. In Figure 3 the affect of TRM caused flooding can be visualized where it can be seen that with higher connectivity the issue of it can be easily found that the requirements of the TRM for cluster 1 and cluster 2 is higher than that of cluster 1, as stated above.
Though the number of CNs and the clusters remain to be same, the severity of TRM flooding gets increased exponentially and severs, particularly with the network of higher connectivity Figure 3(b) . Furthermore, it becomes realizable that the overall TRM increases with increase in the number of clusters. Due to this problem, it becomes inevitable to estimate the optimal number of clusters while ensuring sufficient connectivity to have energy efficient data gathering.
With this goal, in this paper we have derived a novel clustering count model that identifies the optimal number of clusters to perform efficient communication.
To estimate the optimal number of clusters in the distributed WSN, at first we have defined an objective function. In our proposed model we have considered the sum of required energy for TRM as well as data transmissions as the objective function ( ) Z C . ( ) Z C can be derived as the sum of energy consumption taken place due to the mobile sink patrolling (in one cycle). Mathematically, is often increasing as a function of C, there exist a trade-off correlation in between the first and second component in the right component of (8) . Now, realizing the functional condition that K should inevitably higher than the total number of groups G, the optimal number of clusters optimal C can be obtained as
To estimate the needed transmission power for TDMs, in our model we have considered the one group of nodes possessing g N nodes and g C CHs. TDMs is transmitted from each cluster and every connected CNs re-transmits it one time. In this way, the total needed energy for transmitting TDMs is obtained as:
where M presents the highest radio range of the connected nodes (CNs) or the sensors. In case of non-imbalance of CHs location, the CNs belonging to the individual cluster is often same.
In case of more than 1 CN, the connectivity matrix (CM) can be approximated as (13) ( ) ( )
Thus, applying above derived Equations (11-13), Req S can be retrieved as (14) .
This eventual model (14) states that the energy needed for TRMs transmissions (i.e., data request transmission) is directly proportional to the connectivity.
It reveals the fact that the number of clusters does affect the connectivity that eventually influences the energy consumption. Furthermore, the derived expression (14) signifies that the energy consumption increases as per the total number of clusters C that reflects that with lower clusters in the distributed geographical region can enable minimal energy exhaustion to perform data gathering. Thus, estimating the energy required for data transmission and gathering at the mobile sink (14) , and TRM (9), the optimal clusters count can be obtained (10).
Inter Sensor Node-CH and Mobile Sink Distance Based Transmission Scheduling
In specific reference to the proposed energy efficient and delay sensitive data gathering using single mobile sink, in this work, we have incorporated a distance sensitive transmission scheduling model to perform fast data gathering at the mobile sink node. In the first case, as generic clustering based data gathering, the CNs transmits its data to the cluster head (CH) from which it belongs, which is then followed by the transmission of the data from CH to the mobile sink. On the contrary, the second approach of data transmission (i.e., gathering at the mobile sink) exploits the relative distance between the CNs and the associated CH, and the nearest mobile sink. In case a node finds mobile sink nearer than the CH, the CN transmits its data directly to the mobile sink that not only reduces the computational overheads but also significant reduces delay, energy exhaustion and relaying cost etc. In this paper, the second case of implementation is stated to be the proposed system. Thus, applying this technique the delay sensitive and energy efficient routing model has been derived to achieve optimal data gathering in WSNs.
Results and Discussion
This section briefs about the simulation environment and the results obtained using proposed single mobile sink based data gathering protocol. The overall proposed work in this manuscript can be considered as a multiple constraints optimization model so as to achieve a novel solution for delay and energy efficient data gathering in WSN. At first considering the need of an efficient routing protocol, we emphasized on developing a robust single mobile sink based data gathering protocol. Further, exploiting the effectiveness of the centralized clustering paradigm (CCP) for a large scale network, which is more relevant for WSN infrastructures, we developed an enhanced expectation maximization (EM) based clustering model. No doubt, the enhanced EM model (say EEM) exhibited better results than the conventional K-Conid algorithm for data gathering. However, with the goal to further enhance the work, an additional constraint based on the distance between cluster nodes (CNs) and the CH as well as CNs and mobile sink was developed. In fact, the prime reason of introducing this distance sensitive data transmission scheduling was important so as to enable delay sensitive data gathering in WSNs. Unlike major existing approaches where generic clustering models have been incorporated, in this research work we developed an each-node's degree of dependence (DoD) based responsibility factor (RF) estimation that effectively enhances generic EM based clustering models. Furthermore, realizing the fact that the number of clusters formed in the network can have impact on the overall network performance for data gathering, in this work, novel optimal cluster count estimation (OCCE) model was developed. The prime objective of OCCE model was to examine the impact of the number of clusters on the energy exhaustion and the network-nodes (i.e., CNs) lifetime. Thus, in this research effort has been made on enhancing both the op-timal number of cluster selection, centralized clustering paradigm (CCP) enhancement, signaling overheads and associated energy exhaustion reduction, multi-constraints based data transmission scheduling model. Being a centralized clustering paradigm (CCP), the sensor nodes have the information about the mobile sink and the cluster heads (CHs), based on which data (transmission) routing is performed. We scheduled data gathering (from sensor nodes or CNs to the mobile sink) in two ways. In first approach, similar to the generic clustering based data gathering, CNs transmit data to the CH to which it belongs, which is further transmitted from CH to the mobile sink. On the contrary, the second approach of data transmission (i.e., gathering at the mobile sink) exploits the relative distance between the CNs and the associated CH, and the nearest mobile sink. In case a node finds mobile sink nearer than the CH, the CN transmits its data directly to the mobile sink that not only reduces the computational overheads but also significant reduces delay, energy exhaustion and relaying cost etc. Thus, applying this technique the delay sensitive and energy efficient routing model has been derived to achieve optimal data gathering in WSNs. The simulation environment of the proposed model is presented in Table 1. The overall algorithms and simulation model is developed using Network Simulator (NS) version 2, commonly known as NS2. To present results in better perceptible manner, Matlab scripting has been applied for results plotting. The initial random CH selection for both the groups is depicted in Figure 4 .
Further, applying our proposed OCCE approach, the clusters have been obtained Figure 5 .
Here, average minimum distance based CH selection has been done, in which each node estimates average distance in between itself and the other members belonging to the same cluster. The data transmission from CNs to the CH is presented in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) presents data gathering at initial instant, The research simulation with the generic expectation maximization based clustering which doesn't consider any connectivity issue undergo degraded performance as reflected through results presented below. Here, K-Conid algorithm based clustering which applies generic EM based clustering for data transmission is considered as a reference model. However, as our proposed model, we have at first enhanced EM based clustering (here we say, EEM) to perform data gathering. In addition, based on transmission strategy (as already discussed that to enable fast data gathering we have applied CH and mobile sink location information to make transmission scheduling), we have examined our proposed model in two approach. In first, with Enhanced Expectation Maximization (EEM) based clustering followed by optimal cluster count estimation (OCCE) and transmission in "CNsCHMobile Sink" manner. In the second contribution, with intend to enable fast data gathering at sink, we have considered relative distance amongst CNs, CH and mobile sink, where transmission is scheduled as Sink) performs batter than via CH node in the cluster. This can be due to additional losses incurred due to receiving and transmission at the CH node. It should be noted that in this paper, the relative distance between CN and the cluster head (CH) of that cluster and mobile sink was used to decide whether the CN should transmit its data through CH or directly to the mobile sink. In case the distance between CN and mobile sink is less than the distance between CN and CH and the mobile sink comes under the communication range of the CN, then the CN prefers transmitting its data directly to the mobile sink. In addition, the result Figure 7 reveals that with increase in the number of nodes in each cluster, the packet delivery ratio (PDR) decreases. This is because of the increase in data traffic load over CH. Undeniably, WSN nodes being greedy in nature can cause significantly higher contention at the CH and thus the rate of data drop can increase due to collision and contention. Such evidences could be seen in Figure 6 , where black-color dots present data drop due to congestion at that cluster head (CH). It signifies that the selection of the optimal number of cluster heads (CHs) is must to ensure higher throughput and reliable data gathering process. In reference to the congestion caused (due to increase in the number of nodes per cluster), the retransmission caused delay can be easily visualized in Figure 8 . However, it signifies that the proposed data gathering scheme (EMM based CCP and CNs Mobile Sink data gathering) exhibits better as compared to the EMM based data gathering. This is the fact that the inter-CN/CH/mobile sink distance approach was applied only to enable fast data gathering by avoiding unwanted traversal from sensor node or cluster node (CN) to the CH and then from CH to mobile sink.
Transmitting data from CN to the mobile sink can't not only reduce the probability of packet drop but also alleviates unwanted traversal and hence reduces delay in data gathering. Figure 8 exhibits that the proposed transmission model can perform fast data gathering, which is of paramount significance to ensure Considering energy efficiency of the proposed data gathering model, it can be seen Figure 9 that the proposed data gathering protocol outperforms others, including EEM and K-Conid based approaches. No doubt, the reduction in data drop, higher PDR, lower retransmission probability, lower energy exhaustion in clustering, CH selection process, and TRM enable our proposed routing scheme to exhibit minimal energy consumption.
For any routing protocol, its computational efficiency plays a vital role to enable it for real world applications. In this paper, we have examined the performance of the proposed routing protocol in terms of efficiency. In addition, in this paper an additional factor was considered called efficiency. Considering discussions in previous section, it is visible that those clustering approaches that don't consider connectivity undergo significant failure causing data drop, retransmission, delay and energy consumption. Considering these facts, in this paper a metric called "Efficiency" was introduced which was calculated as (15): Figure 9 . Energy consumption by different techniques.
Number of connected node Efficiency
Dat S =
The performance assessment of the proposed data gathering scheme with existing distributed clustering scheme K-Conid and our proposed CCP based clustering and data gathering, it can be found Figure 10 that the proposed data gathering approach exhibits higher efficiency than the other approaches.
Conclusion
The exponential rise in the communication system demands has motivated academia-industries to develop certain low-cost, energy efficiency and QoS oriented communication systems. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has always been the dominating technology serving an array of solutions including civil, defense and industrial monitoring, control and decision purposes. However, enabling QoS delivery, delay sensitive and energy efficient data gathering has been the key domain for researchers. In this paper, the significance of single mobile sink was exploited to perform data gathering in WSN. Considering robustness of centralized clustering paradigm or approach, in this paper an Enhanced Expectation-Maximization model (EEM) based clustering model was developed. Observing the fact that the number of clusters impacts on the energy consumption, a novel optimal cluster count estimation (OCCE) model was developed that intended to ensure minimal energy exhaustion particularly caused due to signaling overheads (data transmission request and re-broadcasting across nodes). Unlike existing approaches, in this paper a relative inter-node distance (distance between sensor nodes and cluster heads, and the distance between sensor nodes and mobile sink) based transmission scheduling model was developed, which enabled the final proposed data gathering protocol to exhibit higher throughput, minimal delay and energy consumption, and higher efficiency than other distributed clustering based approaches and even EEM based clustering with generic transmission mechanism. Since, the movement pattern and decision of the mobile sink towards cluster does have impact on reliable and delay sensitive data gathering. In this paper, the sink movement was considered as travelling salesman problem. In future network condition aware scheduling can be done to reduce unwanted patrolling across network or to reduce data drop at a cluster due to unavailability of mobile sink.
